DURHAM COUNTY COUNCIL
CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE'S OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY
COMMITTEE
At a Meeting of Children and Young People's Overview and Scrutiny
Committee held in Council Chamber, County Hall, Durham on Thursday 7
July 2022 at 9.30 am
Present:
Councillor C Hood (Chair)
Members of the Committee:
Councillors V Andrews, J Cosslett, C Bell, M Currah, O Gunn, C Hunt, C Martin,
L Mavin, D Mulholland, K Rooney, A Sterling, S Townsend, C Varty, E Waldock
and M Walton
Faith Community Representative:
Mrs L Keenan
Co-opted Members:
Ms R Evans and Ms A Gunn
Also Present:
Councillors J Howey and P Jopling

The Chair welcomed the newly appointed co-opted Members Ms R Evans,
Ms A Gunn and Faith Representative Mrs L Keenan.
He also welcomed Members of Adults, Wellbeing and Health Overview and
Scrutiny Committee who had been invited to attend for Item 6, CAMHS Waiting
Times.
1

Apologies for Absence

Apologies for absence were received from Councillors R Charlton-Laine, I
Cochrane, S Deinali, J Griffiths, Mr P Debret-Watson and Mrs L Vollans.
2

Substitute Members

Councillor V Andrews substituted for Councillor J Griffiths.

3

Minutes

The minutes of the meeting held on 5 May 2022 were agreed as a correct record
and were signed by the Chair.
The Overview and Scrutiny Officer advised Members that there was one
outstanding area of follow up, relating to a question from Councillor Walton to the
Quarter 3 Budget report in relation to the underspend on staffing the potential
impact on the service and what actions were being taken to address the issue.
Officers were in the process of gathering information to answer the question which
would be circulated to Members in due course.
4

Declarations of Interest

There were no Declarations of Interest.
5

Any items from Co-opted Members or Interested Parties

There were no items from Co-opted Members or Interested Parties.
Councillor Jopling left the meeting at 11.00 am
6

CAMHS Waiting Times

The Director of Operations & Transformation (CAMHS and Learning Disability
Services) Tees, Esk and Wear Valley Foundation Trust was in attendance to deliver
a presentation on CAMHS Waiting Times (for copy of presentation, see file of
minutes).
The presentation provided Members with Key Areas of the Work Programme;
Details of the i-Thrive framework of care; Response to CQC Concerns; Waiting
Times including the Crisis Service and Eating Disorders; Case Example and Next
Steps.
The Director of Operations and Transformation advised members that they had a
97% success rate of ensuring that service users and their carers were being kept in
touch from CAMHS and other support services. She also advised that CAMHS
were unable to cap caseloads as this was determined by the type and intensity of
the work, but they were working with clinicians about this and reassured members
that staff did receive the right training. The Trust were also looking at more creative
ways of filling staff vacancies.
The Director referred to the work programme key areas and explained that the five
areas highlighted in the presentation were intrinsically linked. Waiting times and

staffing remained the main areas and if they could get these right than the others
would fall into place.
In relation to the i-Thrive model members were advised that this was a national
recommended multi-agency framework that considered four areas; getting advice;
getting help; getting risk support and getting more help. In relation to getting advice
and help this did not need to be delivered by mental health staff and were children
and young people in these groups did not need to interact with CAMHS. Those who
received risk support or more help required specialist mental health support.
However, in County Durham all children and young people whether they required
advice and help, or risk support and more help went through the CAMHS system,
and this needed to be managed as those who require advice and help could
receive the support they need from other services. Only 5%-10% of children and
young people need specialist treatment, but if children and young people seeking
advice and help were not seen quickly their mental health could deteriorate and
they may require specialist help.
Members were also advised that 90% of schools were part of the Mental Health
Support Teams to provide school-based support, early help and prevention and
meet young peoples need at place.
The Director advised that in the Teesside area also within the Trust, CAMHS only
signposted those who were seeking advice and help and the waiting times in this
area were lower than in County Durham area. She advised that a pilot was planned
for North Durham but had no further details.
Information was given on waiting times for non neuro referrals where a triage
assessment would take place prior to full assessment and members learned that
TEWV calculated the wait from the triage assessment whereas nationally this was
calculated from the start of treatment. In relation to specialist neuro assessments
CAMHS do not carry out treatment unless there were mental health needs too. The
nature of autism requires that assessments are carried out face to face and COVID
and lockdown had impacted on the Trust’s ability to carry out these assessments.
Members were also advised that there was a dedicated Crisis Team in County
Durham, which was not available in all trusts. The Crisis Team were meeting their
targets and providing a wrap around care at home so that the patient did not need
to be admitted to hospital, this was similar to the service operated by Adult Mental
Health Services but with better support.
The Director then referred to eating disorders and advised that this service
experienced a peak in referrals as we came out of lockdown as parents did not
realise their children had an issue and the schools were closed. She went on to
advise that children and young people with eating disorders are usually admitted to
hospital and they always had one young person in Durham or Darlington in hospital
that took resources away from the community. She advised that Avoidable

Restrictive Food Intake Disorder (AFRID) had always been around but now had a
name and was given a code by NHS England that would link to the eating disorder
code, and this would show an increase in their numbers when this code went live in
September. The Trust were lobbying NHS England to see if this code could be
changed so that it did not impact on the eating disorder code, as people with AFRID
were usually avoiding food because of a sensory issue or having had a bad
experience with food.
Following the presentation, the Chair asked Members for their questions.
Councillor C Bell referred to a particular case and how their appointments were
often cancelled, and the parent had to contact CAMHS to arrange a further
appointment and asked if there was a reason for this.
The Director responded that she was unable to comment on particular cases but if
Members wished to contact her direct with the details, she was happy to look into
these.
Councillor C Bell then referred to assessment times and asked how long from the
initial contact did it take for an assessment to take place and how many posts were
currently vacant.
The Director indicated that it was dependent on what the child was being assessed
for it could be hours or days and advised that they currently had vacancies in North
End House.
In response to a question from Councillor C Bell about what help was available for
families who had a child under CAMHS, the Officer responded that they carried out
family therapy to ensure that no one falls through the gaps, however there was a
difference between challenging behaviour and mental health issues.
Councillor Hunt referred to the waiting list and asked if those who were not deemed
as severe if they were getting pushed back for severe cases. She also referred to
the referral system in Durham been different and if this was something that needed
to be looked at and if Autism patients were being treated before the assessment.
She then asked if a child had been on the waiting list for some time, then become
an adult what would happen to their case.
The Director responded that in the NHS urgent cases were dealt with as a priority
and gave an example that if someone was suicidal then they would take
precedence as they had to manage risk, but it would not impact too much on the
waiting list. With regard to referrals, Durham had a single point of access where
anyone could be referred even as a self-referral but until that initial assessment had
taken place, they were unaware what help was required and which service could
provide that help. Undertaking referrals was taking time away from seeing patients
so they needed to think about this differently in view of the numbers. She then

advised that they did not carry out treatment for Autism but would refer patients to
other places while they were waiting for their assessment. With regard to patients
transitioning from a child to an adult they had an Autism waiting list for adults but
the numbers on this list were lower and that person would be transitioned across to
that list. This process would start when they were 17 so that the transition would be
seamless as possible.
In response to a question from Councillor Currah, the Director indicated that
clinicians carried out the Autism diagnosis and they had nearly 3,000 children
currently within the system and they monitored cancelled appointments. They were
currently carrying some vacancies that could impact on the service.
Councillor Currah then referred to the waiting list and asked if they had undertaken
an analysis of how many staff, they would need to recruit to reduce the waiting list.
The Director advised that the vacancies were not always in the Autism assessment
as it was a small team, and the vacancies were more generic in the CAMHS team.
They had looked at outsourcing some of the assessments to reduce the waiting list.
Councillor Currah then asked if the information could be presented on how many
staff would be needed to reduce the wailing list so that Members could talk to
people such as MPs.
Councillor Sterling referred to the i-THRIVE framework of care and asked if they
measured the impact of waiting times so if there was an escalation of need from
one advice through to risk how was that measured. She then referred to those
needing advice and help and signposting to others such as voluntary groups and
asked how this was measured and followed up. She then asked if voluntary groups
had sufficient resources to properly work with these children and how was it
assessed and it was uncomfortable that they were relying on volunteers for
important work.
The Director indicated that it was the voluntary sector and not volunteers and staff
were qualified paid to work in the organisation.
Councillor Sterling then asked how staff caseloads were monitored and how often
were the keeping in touch sessions. She then referred to Autism and while they
were waiting for an assessment, they should be working with other agencies such
as schools, but they hear from schools that there was no funding for support
without an assessment, she asked how agencies worked together on this and
where did they obtain the funding.
In relation to the i-Thrive model the Director advised that it was too early to give an
indication the respective areas of the model were not monitored but the initial
assessment would calculate the risk which would be given a RAG rating, where red
is urgent amber and green non-urgent, and this was monitored on a weekly basis.

The Director then referred to the keeping in touch process that had different tiggers
and was dependent on the initial rag rating. It could range from keeping in touch on
a daily basis or a monthly to six weekly bases. Members were advised that the
keeping in touch phone call which was followed up with a letter that included the
details of different local organisations and if there was a significant or immediate
change in the mental health of the child contact details for the crisis team. If the
child was stepped up from green to amber than the keeping in touch days would
intensify. They currently had 7500 children and had to employ someone to help
keep them on track and this was monitored every day to make sure they were on
track. This was also scrutinised frequently by the Trust Board.
Councillor Sterling commented that it was reassuring that the keeping in touch was
monitored on a daily basis.
The Director referred to the voluntary sector and advised that the team would still
provide some supervisory support; however, this would be a commissioning
decision but presently they were commissioned to provide the services. The money
would follow the children and organisations would have to bid for the work and
ensure due diligence was in place.
With regard to caseloads these were reviewed every month, but they had also
undertaken deep dives in each of the teams to ensure the caseloads were
appropriate and this would continue.
Councillor Gunn suggested that in view of the importance of the issue a further
meeting be arranged to ensure that everyone had the opportunity to speak and
identify their issues and add to the discussion.
In response to questions from Councillor Walton, the Director advised that the
waiting lists were monitored electronically but were now linked to electronic patient
records and were more accurate. The definition of urgent was not a mandate
framework for children crisis referral but they monitored against the adult framework
that was within four hours and it was a clinician that they would speak to.
Councillor Walton referred to the ARFID figures and was concerned that this would
impact on the figures and what could they do as a committee to lobby.
The Director responded that they were lobbying as an organisation and other
organisations were doing the same as they recognised that they needed a different
code for ARFID so that it did not impact on figures.
Councillor Walton indicated that that there needed to be a distinction between a
child that suffered from anorexia or bulimia to a child that struggled to eat.
The Director indicated that they could provide a distinction in the figures internally,
but this would need to be reported externally as a general eating disorder.

Councillor Walton asked if the committee could be provided with the details of the
number of appointments that were cancelled. The Director would obtain this
information and circulate to the Members.
Mrs Gunn referred to the length of the waiting lists which were an issue, but it was
important to recognise that some of the issues come pre CAMHS as well and were
not purely a CAMHS issue. There were some really good long-term strategies
starting to be implemented but wanted to see more of a short-term plan to address
the length of the waiting list. She went on to ask what Full Time Equivalents were
available to work on treatments and assessments and what were the gaps.
The Director responded that the long-term strategies were put on hold to deal with
current issues. It was a systemwide issue and was everyone’s responsibility and
they needed to do quicker. In relation to behavioural problems the first three years
of a child’s life were very important and support for parents could help. The Director
stressed the time it takes for clinicians assess children through the system and if a
few hundred children were removed from the lists who had come to CAMHS with
challenging behavioural issues rather than mental health those clinicians could be
working with someone who had recognised mental health problems. They were
currently being reactive, and they needed to get away from this and every time they
took a step back the waiting list had increased, and the waiting time was not an
acceptable level.
In response to further questions from Mrs Gunn, the Director indicated that they
were focusing on the five key areas and provided details of actions. She then
advised that the waiting lists had reduced in the last year, so they were going in the
right direction and things were improving. Their work with partners was their longerterm vision for the next 12 months. She would confirm if it was working or calendar
days but suspected it was working days and the figures were for Durham only. She
indicated that Teesside’s figures were better but had lower numbers, Darlington’s
wait assessment was 16 days as opposed to 23 for Durham but again their
numbers were smaller. The national clock stopped at the assessment stage, but
they also measured it internally and lots of children were open to lots of teams and
no two children were the same and had different needs. Some children may be on
a waiting list for Autism but were currently having some other assistance so
numbers were helpful but there was lots of activity going on behind the scenes.
Mrs Gunn indicated that it would be helpful for Members to understand the current
risks and where monitoring did not take place and the length of time it was taken to
complete treatment. and the average number of treatments per child?
The Director responded that they monitored everything, but it was difficult to give an
average treatment per child as this was variable as children all had different needs
but would ask the question.

Mrs Gunn asked if they were considering the use of technology to try and reduce
some of the processing times such as virtual appointments.
The Director responded that COVID helped with this process but now that
restrictions had been lifted it would be rare not to see a child at least once as it was
dangerous to see a child electronically all the time, but they had the technology in
place.
In response to a question on the conversation rate for neuro figures the Director
advised that this was 70% for a diagnosis. Demand was going up and was about
streamlining people into the right pathway and to ensure that people were getting
the right help they needed. They needed to get assessments such as in schools so
that they were not going onto lists that they did not need to be on.
Mrs Gunn then referred to eating disorders and asked how many were currently on
the lists and how many were new and were these increasing and the severity due
to other waiting lists.
The Director responded that it was a completely different waiting list for eating
disorders and was monitored differently. It was schools and families who could
catch these disorders earlier.
Ms Evans commented on the advice and help areas of the i-THRIVE framework of
care and at the last meeting they received a presentation on ‘Young Families
Strategy’ that mentioned a social subscribing pilot and she asked for details of the
North Durham pilot to be circulated to Members. She then referred to Young People
and Families Partnership Board and asked about interface and how the
commission was carried out and how voluntary sectors could help alleviate some of
the advice and help sections. She then indicated that at the last meeting members
observed how the voluntary sector was struggling and how it didn’t have enough
capacity and struggled with funding and asked that some cross check be carried
out and those conversations be had and have a direction that was consistent and
realistic and was going to work.
The Director indicated that she worked closely with commissioners and would get
some further details on the North Durham pilot that was looking at the
infrastructures around North Durham. If they did go down the voluntary sector route
that would be recommissioned and the money would follow to deliver the service
safely and effectively and commissioned properly through the appropriate channels.
Councillor Townsend asked about neuropathway and autism pathway and asked if
this was the pathway for both Autism and ADHD. The Director would check on this
and advise members accordingly.
Councillor Townsend then referred to the crisis team being available 24 hours a
day, seven days a week and that the average wait time was 1.68 hours, but she

had just seen a report of someone waiting 10 hours for a crisis team and some
being told to ring the police. She asked when the crisis system was not working
what would the Director advise members to do when they were contacted. She then
commented that schools would not provide support to children until they had a
diagnosis, but this was incorrect and should receive support in schools.
The Director referred to the crisis team and that they did have a 24 hour, 7 days a
week crisis team but it was a small resource and due to staff shortages have had
on occasions had to link it to the adult crisis team to keep the team going. She was
happy to look at specific cases and indicated that in some cases it was appropriate
to tell people to call the Police due to the immediate risk to the person.
Councillor Gunn indicated that they had to recognise that around some of the levels
of this service there were national issues and commitment by organisations locally
was one thing but commitment by government nationally for NHS spending and
special education disability funding and for the increasing number of children with
mental health issues and how this was dealt with had to be recognised. She wanted
to look at the next steps and already mentioned was the North Durham Pilot and
asked that details of this pilot be provided to Members at a future meeting. She
then referred to communication plans for schools and the public regarding service
developments and how to access support this was crucial and asked that scrutiny
look at these communication plans. They had heard about casework and how
difficult it was, but parents were desperate for the care and support for the child and
the family and would like to see the plan. When looking at embedding mental health
practitioners and primary care network again this was crucial to the system and
asked if they could hear more about how this was going to happen, and the detail
and the next steps were the crucial issues now. She again referred to a workshop
to look at the issues in more detail or a paper briefing around some of the issues
raised.
The Chair responded that the work programme would be discussed later in the
agenda, but he could not see any issues with arranging a workshop.
The Director asked if the workshop could be system wide as they needed to move
forward together.
The Chair referred to the NHS digital data analysed by the Royal College of
Sociatrists that came out in March for routine cases waiting for an assessment that
was 63 days nationally, the presentation stated 23 days for Durham, treatment
nationally was 91 days and 203 days in the presentation for Durham and asked if
this could be taken away and given some context.
The Director indicated that she would provide some data on a quarterly basis so
that the statistics could be monitored.
Resolved: That the presentation be noted.

Councillor Howey left the meeting at 11.22 am
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Children, Young People and Families Partnership Board

The Committee received a report of the Corporate Director of Children and Young
People’s Services and Chair of Children, Young People and Families Partnership
Board which provided an update on the work of the Children, Young People and
Families Partnership Board over the last year and its future work programme.
The Joint Head of Integrated Strategic Commissioning and Deputy Chair of the
Children, Young People and Families Partnership Board, Sarah Burns was in
attendance to deliver a presentation to provide Members with an update on the
work of the Children, Young People and Families Partnership Board, its strategic
priorities, and its future work programme. (for copy of the report and presentation,
see file of minutes).
Members were advised that the Clinical Commissioning Groups had been replaced
with the Integrated Care Board from 1 July 2022, but the County Durham Care
Partnership would continue as the point of escalation and the partnership board
structure would remain in place.
The Deputy Chair of the Partnership Board advised Members of key areas of work
that was undertaken in the past year that included Ockenden report that was
currently pauses for recruitment; strategic focus on unborns and under ones and
the growing up in County Durham children’s strategy which the committee fed into.
The Deputy Chair informed the committee of the Partnership’s future work
programme that included work with CAMHS on the North Durham pilot to support
people better.
Councillor Varty commented that she was saddened to see the number of under
one’s going into care. She indicated that people rarely see the same Health Visitor
and asked if there was a shortage of Health Visitors in the area.
The Deputy Chair of the Partnership responded that it was very sad that they were
seeing children so young going into care and they hoped that through the strategic
focus work on unborns/under one’s and the enhanced parent support pathway they
could make a difference on this in the future. There continued to be staffing
shortages in the 0-25 service which was a national issue. They had seen some
slight improvements locally and had been working with Harrogate District
Foundation Trust to see if there were other alternative staffing models they could try
and if there were different ways that they could deliver services, this was going to
be part of the role of the Transformation Manager when they come into post.
In response to a question from Ms Evans, the Deputy Chair indicated that they
would consider Climate Change implications for future reports.

Councillor Gunn indicated that she had looked at the strategic priorities but could
not see the impact of poverty which concerned her as one in three children lived in
poverty and the impact of poverty could not be ignored and asked why this was not
included in the report.
The Deputy Chair indicated that poverty had come through all the co-production
and stakeholder sessions. It was a hugely important issue, and she would take
back the feedback and ensure that it was front and central within the strategy as it
was developed. She would ensure that it was visible as each of the priority areas
poverty was a factor and influence in all of them.
The Chair thanked the Officer for her report and presentation.
Resolved: That the report and presentation be noted.
Councillor Townsend left the meeting at 11.55 am
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Performance Management Quarter 4 2021/2022

The Committee considered the report of the Corporate Director of Resources,
which provided progress towards achieving the key outcomes of the Council’s
corporate performance framework and highlighted key messages to inform strategic
priorities and work programmes. The report covered performance in and to the end
of quarter four, January to March 2022 (for copy of report, see file of minutes).
The Strategy Team Leader was in attendance to present the report. She advised
Members that more detailed information around children with Special Education
Needs (SEN) would be brought to the committee going forward.
In response to a question from Ms Evans regarding the presentation of the report,
the Officer indicated that the structure and presentation of the report followed the
Council Plan. There was a new Council Plan so this would be the last report in this
format and going forward would be structured around the new Council Plan and key
themes.
Councillor Gunn referred to more and better jobs and access to training, education
and apprenticeships and asked if Durham County Council were involved in the
National Graduate Programme. The Officer would take this away and feed back to
the Committee.
Mrs Gunn commented on Elective Home Education that was 1% and that this was
a vulnerable group of children and suggested that their needs were not met and
were forced into home education. That group may not be accessing services that
they should be able to access but if they were brought into local services, they
would be very high-cost individuals and there was little information in this area.

The Officer referred to the multi-agency panel who looked at this cohort of children
that was monitored very closely. This cohort often had other vulnerabilities so that
cohort was looked at alongside early help or social care services. The Officer
indicated that the team within education over the last year had integrated over100
children back into school and were very closely monitored.
Mrs Gunn asked how many children had multiple care and education moves. She
then referred to the number of EHCPs completed and that it was good to hear that
this was going to be looked at and they wanted to understand the process of the
reviews that were going on and look at the timings and if they were any quick wins
and the approval process. She asked about the culture in the team and how
parental preference had been incorporated.
The Officer responded that this information could be provided to supplement the
information provided in the report.
Mrs Gunn then refereed to the residential care transformation and asked if they
looked at past projects and the process to ensure that lessons were learned.
The Officer responded that there was a County Durham Sufficiency Strategy that
contained a lot of the detail that was a statutory annual report.
Mrs Gunn then asked about breastfeeding which was on the workplan but asked if
this could be linked to children who were overweight which the Officer noted.
Councillor Hunt asked for more information on the health care assessments for
looked after children.
The Officer indicated that they saw as drop off during COVID but were now seeing
that increase, the last figure was 93%.
Resolved: That the overall position and direction of travel in relation to quarter four
performance, the impact of COVID-19 on performance, and the actions being taken
to address areas of underperformance including the significant economic and wellbeing challenges because of the pandemic be noted.
Councillors Andrews, Gunn, Mulholland and Varty left the meeting at 12.07 pm
Mrs Evans left the meeting at 12.10 pm
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Refresh of the Work Programme

The Committee considered the report of the Corporate Director of Resources that
provided Members with an updated work programme for 2022/23 (for copy of report
see file of minutes).

The Overview and Scrutiny Officer was in attendance to present the report and
advised Members that the Ofsted Inspection Report of Durham County Council’s
Children Social Care would be included on the agenda for the next scrutiny meeting
on 23 September 2022.
The Overview and Scrutiny Officer highlighted that in order to deliver the work
programme two additional special meetings would be required, a workshop that had
been highlighted earlier in the meeting and a visit. Members were advised that
should they wish to carry out task and finish work in relation to identifying further
efficiencies or areas of income generation. This work would impact on the
committee’s intention to carry out review activity.
The Finance Manager (CYPS) was also in attendance to deliver the presentation
outlining the process of development of MTFP (13), the suggested role for overview
and scrutiny and the timeframes (for copy of presentation, see file of minutes).
Prior to the presentation, Councillor Gunn indicated that she did not believe that
any scrutiny committee should have any part in any savings options and believed
was the responsibility of Cabinet and did not wish to participate in looking at
savings options that were cuts to the budgets of Children and Young People’s
Services. She stated as pointed out by the Overview and Scrutiny Officer if
significant work was generated by this process of this committee identifying cuts to
the budget, they may need to prioritise other planned scrutiny work which she
disagreed with given that the committee had an agreed work programme and
wished to exclude herself from this part of the meeting.
The Chair advised Councillor Gunn that the work programme had not been agreed
at this stage.
Following the presentation, the Chair asked Members to discuss the draft work
programme. He then indicated that the task and finish groups may wish to produce
a range of high-level options for Cabinet to consider so it was putting proposals
forward, but Cabinet would make the decisions.
Members asked if the process was not just about cuts, and they could ask for
further funding which the officer confirmed was the case.
Councillor Walton referred to task groups and sought confirmation that these
groups did not already exist, and the work programme had flexibility built into it that
was confirmed.
Mrs Gunn referred to the language used such as savings which were often when
roles were not recruited which was a financial saving but not in deliver terms. She
indicated that she would like to see some of the drivers behind the costs to
understand what was driving it and the strategy behind it to generate efficiencies in

the areas by the strategic decision made and gave an example of transport costs
and SEN provisions. She commented that the committee could input into these
strategies rather than cut the number of jobs.
The Finance Manager responded to the term savings was used by the council and
was also used nationally. He then indicated that the exercise was looking for
efficiency and income generation and staying away from reducing services. The
deep dive areas were part of the task and finish groups.
Mrs Gunn indicated if they understood how the processes worked and how
accurate the numbers were, and officers could guide the committee on areas where
scrutiny could be helpful.
The Finance Manager responded that he would be cautions on giving guidance on
areas of scrutiny.
Councillor Currah indicated that it would be helpful to look at the insource and
outcome strategy particularly around children’s homes.
The Principal Overview and Scrutiny Officer responded to Mrs Gunn on the
question of deep dive and advised that quarterly budget reports were brought to
this committee with the next report in September and the contextual information
that she had alluded to would be contained in that report. He indicated that
potentially there may be a couple of areas that warranted that deeper dive, and the
starting point of this process was what the committee was asked to consider. It may
be that there were not any areas to be identified for inclusion in the MTFP
development for February next year but that’s not to say they would not warrant a
further investigation for subsequent years budget. The budget report in September
may inform the committee’s deliberations further.
Resolved: That the work programme for 2022/2023 be agreed.

